Dichroic statistical model for prediction and analysis of peptide helicity.
Traditional statistical models for the prediction of peptide helicity are written in terms of the mean fractional helicity of the peptide residues. Far ultraviolet circular dichroic measurements of peptide solutions are converted to mean fractional helicity by partitioning the observed ellipticity between that of a perfect helix and a random coil. This partition does not adequately represent the ensemble of peptide molecules present in solution that populate imperfect helical conformations of quite variable lengths. A new dichroic statistical model has been written in terms of ellipticity rather than fractional helical content that recognizes (1) the source of ellipticity, peptide bond adsorption; (2) the differential ellipticity of peptide bonds in the terminal and interior helical turns; and (3) the contributions of each participant in a conformational ensemble to the observed ellipticity. Comparative analyses of host/guest peptides indicates that significant differences are obtained between residue w and n weights and ellipticity values using the traditional and dichroic statistical models.